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CO RRES PONDENCE. 
To the Edit01·S of' The Obser'IJatol"y.' 

Anomalous Dispersion in the Sun. 
GENTLEMEN,-

50 

In your not.e with the above title (Obserllato,'y, October 
J9I 5. p. 405) you refer at Borne length to Dr. Sebastian Albrecht's 
study of Rowland's solar wave-lengths, the results of which appt'ar 
to afford strong confirmation of J uliu~'s theory. According to this 
theol·Y, the shifts oE the solar lines towarus the red are larw·ly, if 
not wholly, due to anomalous dispersion, which is an effective 
agent, toget her with anomalolls scattering, in displacing both solar 
and stellar lilies. 

In view of the painstaking and intricate research of Dr. Albrecht, 
I feel regret at the neees~ity of showing that these important 
r€;sults may probably turn out to be illusory. 

When direct measures of Sun and arc spectra photographed 
together are made, little or no evidellce is found to support Dr. 
Albrecht's results. Dl·. Royds has made a careful comparison of 
our KoJaiku.nalmeasllres of Sun and are, and he is publishing the 
results of his enquiry in a Bulletin of the Kodalkal1al Observatory. 
I will not. repeat here what he lIas to say, but will confine my 
remarks to certain subsidiary resLLits which I have been able to 
obt.ain. 

It is obvious that if lines with companions towards red are 
displaced by anomalolls dispersion towards blue, alld lines with 
compantons towards blue I1re displaced toward/! red, all close 
double lines should show a wider separation in the Sun than in 
the emission-lines of an ILI'C spectrulD, where anomalous dispersion 
can play no part. The dIfference of separation between Sun a.nd 
arc will be the Sllm of the red and violet shifts of ea~h component 
of a double line, and these shifts, aCl'ording to the mean results 
of Albrecht, for separations lying between 0'0 A. and 0'2 A, are 
about 0'OI03 A to the red alld 0'0073 A. to the violet, or a total 
differ 'nee of 0'0176 A., Now any diffel'ence of this order of mag
nitude would, of course, be easily d~tected in high di~pel'sioll 
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spectra. The difference w~lJ, ho;vever, de~encl not ouly on the 
separation but also on the mtensIty of the lmes. 

To test he matter, I select at random two pairs of iron lines 
which happen to be well shown on some plates or Sun and arc 
spectra which I have at hand here. There are three plnte:! of the 
same region, all tll.l~en ill the fOUl'th order o! Ollr llew Amle!'son 
grating of 75,000 hnes. The solar absorptIon spect.l'a ure from 
the centre of the Su.n's disc, and the emission spectl'a are from 
the central part of an iron arc about 5 mm. ill lellgth, alld with 
current strength of about 7 am peres, The dispersion is ol'er 2 mm, 
to the §.ngst.rom, and the definition excellent. I give thc results 
in the following table :-

). Rowland. 

39 18'464 .' •. 
3918'563 .•.. 
3938'075 .... 
3928 '23 1 •••• 

Origin and 
Intensit.y. 

]'e 4} 
Fe 4 

Fe 8} 
Fe 2 

Separation (mean of 3 plates). 
Sun. Arc. 

0'101 O'IOO 

0'156 0'174 

The three plates gave very accordant values, and t,he lllenn 
results ore not likely to be in error by an amouut exceeding 
one unit in the last place, although the separation of the first pail' 
in the Sun exceeds Rowland's value (0'099) by two ullits. In the 
second pair my measure of the solar separation agrees preci~ely 
with Rowland. 

It is seen that for the first pair the evidence for au anomalous 
dispersion-effect is negligible, and if the mean of Howlanu's amI 
my measures be taken it is nil. 

For the secood pair there is the large difference of 18 units, 
but it is the wrong ,vay for anomalous dispersion, the sola1' lines 
being nearer to one another tban the arc lioes. TIle difference 
represents, of courss, the difference of shift of the two lines 
towards the red. Thus the stronger, more'refrangible line hns a 
large shift, and the faint companion a very small shift, 01' possibly 
no shift at all, since 18 units is exactly equal to the moon of all 
my measures of the red ward shift of the strongel' line. If 
anomalous dispersion were an effective agent in displacing these 
lines, the red component should have a large shift towards red, 
whilst the stronger violet component would be llluch le~s shifted 
the separations being greater instead of less than the al'c-lin~ 
separa.tion •• 

It !l1sy b: noted that Ro,,!land gives a line of intensity I on 
the vlol~t Bide of the strong hne and slightly nearer than the red 
compn.ll1on; also there are two more lines on the red side each 
given as of intensity 2. These lines, it might be lI.rgntld, wo~ld 80 

.... Posaible dift'erenees of ~hift du~ to a differenoe of pressure between arc 
and Bun need not be conSidered In these comparisons since the arc was 
photographed at a pressure of ! atmosphere only.' , 
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complicate matters that little residual effect could be expected. 
Rowland's intensities for this gl'OUp are, however, very mislead
ing: t.he line 011 the violet side is so faint and involved in the 
shading of the strong lille that its existence even is questionable 
in my plates; also the two lines on the red siele are of consider
ably less intensity than the red companion to the strong lille. 

In my rE:lsearch on the displacements of the so!ar lilies, I find 
that measures have been made of five other pairs of lines in less 
refrangible regions of the spectrum iii. Of these, only one gives 
an apprttciably larger separation in the Sun than ill the arc, viz" 
the wtlll-known pair bs' which gives seven units in favour of 
anomalous dispersion. The mean separation of all the pairs is 
0'237 A, and is identical for Sun and are, thus giving no support 
to the new theory. 

In Kodailcanal Observato·ry Bulletin, No. 36, I have shown that 
the stronger solar lines are, ill general, much more shifted than the 
weak lines, and the measures given above for the lines at 3928 
are an instance of this rule, Dr. Albrecht, by his method of 
treatIng the data, eliminates the general shift of the lines towards 
the red, and deals only with the residual ~hifts; but he has ignored 
this most important factor depending on intensity, which might 
modify <his results materially, and in a direction tending to 
neutralise his residuals-for it so happens that his list of line-s 
with companions towards violet contains lines of higher inten~ity 
than the list with cOlllpauionR towards red, the mean intensities 
being S'x and 2'9 respectively, This alone, however, will not 
a('CollDt entirely for the plus and minus' residuals found by 
Albretht, which certainly cannot readily be explained a',ay; but 
it is well known to those who have had occasion to use Howland's 
wave-lengths in reducing spectrum measurements that., ill addi
tion to the systematic errors allowed for by Albrecht, there are 
considerable accidental errors affecting even the well-defined lines, 
and any conclusions based on residuals in the third decimal place 
are, in my opinion, untrustworthy. 

Apart altogether from the question of shifts in the solar lines, 
I may refer to the fact that t.he existence of bands due to anomalous 
dispersion, or anomalous scattering, has ne\'er been demonstrated 
in the solar spectrum.. If these bands are present in sufficient 
intensity to affect materially the positions of the Fraunhofer 
lines, then there must be a clearly marked difference between the 
width and character of the absorption-liuEls and the emission-lines 
of the chromosphere. Is there any such difl'ereuce? Certainly 
not in the case of the hydrogen line a, for, no ma.tter what 
dispersion mny be employed, the-emission line at the base of 
the chromosphere exactly matches the ab~orption-1ine; even the 
remarkable projections and other irregularitiel:l at the edges of the 
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line, due probably to turbulent movements of the gas, are repro
duced in the ellli~sioll-line. A.s regards the finer chromosphere
lines, I hltl'e been unable to detect any difference ill the character 
of the bright lines of the flash spectrum and the corresponding 
dltl'k lines shown in contiguous strips of the photosphere spectrum 
in eclipse photographs. 

The vast majority of the Fraunhofer lines appear exceedingly 
narrow and sharply defined ,vith ordinary dispel'sive power, and 
this in itself sel'ms to tell against the presence of any underlying 
bands, which might be expected to show diffuse edges. It is true, 
however, thnt with high dispersive power many of the finer lines 
are found to be distim·tly wider than the cOft'esponding arc lines 
when these art! observed at the centre of a long arc. 

I now challengll the advocates oE anomalous dispersion to pro
duce evidence of these bands, ill which the true absorption-liues 
are snpposed to be immersed. I am, Gentlemen, 

Srill/1g1\r, Kashmir. Yours faithfully, 
1915. Novembet· u. J. EVERSHED. 
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